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From Your Chapter Director

The months keep passing by and the story line remains virtually
the same – Covid-19. We did have a couple of Chapter events in
August. The TLC / Picnic / Ice Cream ride to Mike Humphries was
well attended with 12 bikes, 1 cage and 16 folks. As usual, Mike
was a gracious host. His backyard, up against the lake with trees,
was inviting and relaxing. The group did venture out onto a
neighbor’s dock that we thought belonged to Mike. That made
for hilarious conversations; after we had explored and talked
about how nice the deck and boats were. After much socializing
and enjoying scrumptious picnic lunches, we packed up and
headed to Lucky’s Ice Cream in Boydton, VA for a great time. This
was all thanks to Mike and his sister, who was visiting from South Carolina. Dean Holton
signed up a new member at the gathering. Welcome Stephen Case to NC-X family and to
GWRRA. On the 23rd, Joy hosted a virtual Ice Cream / Scavenger Hunt gathering. We searched
for items and ingredients to build our sundaes. Masterpieces were built, displayed, and
gobbled up while fellowshipping. Thanks Joy for a great time!
The “Wings Over Carolina” rides start with the East on Saturday on September 19. This
promises to be a fun day and we look forward to seeing everyone. The coronavirus is still
around so sanitizing, face coverings, and social distancing will all be observed. Still make a
decision to attend based on your own personal comfort level. The West ride is September 26th
and the Central October 10th.
Golden Coral in Wake Forest has permanently closed. Therefore, we need to find a different
meeting place and I welcome any recommendations.
Stay safe and enjoy life.

Until then – Be Safe and Have FUN,

John
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From Your District Directors

Surprises Aplenty!
‘Tis the season of school openings when Bible Study begins
But not a class was meeting, meetings are all has-beens.
Therefore, quiet presses print no lessons for the masses,
With no possibility of physical distribution for virtual classes.
To Office Depot Joy did eagerly go, and
with her GWRRA discount card in hand,
To print manuals, lessons, and questions for all 50 sagesTwenty-two thousand three hundred ninety-eight pages!
Oh, what a surprise to discover
B/W pages no longer cost 2½ cents, but rather
Rates had, unknowingly, been renegotiated to 5 cents.
Now the investigation must commence.
Away she did go, straight to her computer, (“Tis the age!)
To open GWRRA Members’ Benefits page.
And here many surprises were detected,
She did not find what she expected!
There was more, much, much more…
Travel markdowns now include boat and plane,
Rental cars, hotels and vacation discounts to claim.
Rescue and Rescue Plus for bikes and cars,
Even discounts on motorcycle transport and parts.
Insurance discounts include Life Lock, and Nationwide.
Answer Financial by Allstate was spied.
There was Sky Med, and life and long-term care insurances.
Prescription drug discounts and Medicare supplements give assurances.
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Financial services and Costco memberships are listed too.
Whew! What a list of benefits to look through!
These commercial benefits, though grand, do pale
Beside Wing World, The Gold Book, and education that does not fail.
There’s leadership training, safety, and medic first-aid.
GWRRA offers patches, pins, and apparel to raid.
Exciting rides to interesting places are to be had,
Creating friends, fun and memories myriad.
So back to the printing story to examine details.
Opening the Office Depot Discount, it avails,
75% off Best Value Products for all you hoarders
And free delivery on some $50 plus on-line orders.

But this is not even the best!

The thing that caused all the clatter
Was found at the very bottom, for that matter.
There was Lenovo’s 30% off offering
Right beside HP’s 52%, this is no red herring!
These discounts, to be exact,
Do apply equally to Office Max.
We wish, armed with this information,
Your upcoming holidays will have more elation.
Let’s be honest now, would you have guessed
That just waiting to be “yessed”
Where so many GWRRA discounts
That more than covered your membership fee amounts?
Lesson learned: “Remember to check back often.
We strive to enhance our Member benefits often.” The place to check is GWRRA.org >
“Members” in the blue bar>
then “Benefits” in the drop down. There you are!

Glenn and Joy Kennedy
District Directors
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From Chapter Couple of The Year
Hello September!
A new month is before you, an old one left behind.
The only wish I have for you is that September is
kind
Aster

Morning Glory

September’s name come from the Latin word septem, meaning “seven.”
Flowers are aster signifies powerful love. Morning Glory symbolizes affection.
Birthstone Sapphire were thought to encourage divine wisdom and protection. They
symbolized purity, truth, trust, and loyalty.

Notable Dates:
September 1: National Nutrition Week
September 5: National Pizza Day
September 7: Labor Day
September 11: Patriot Day honor for those died on 9/11/2001 New York
September 13: Grandparent’s Day
September 17: Constitution Day adopted September 17,1787
September 24: National Punctuation Day
Wear a Mask
Save Lives

Wear a face cover
Wash your hands
Keep a safe distance
Have FUN and Stay Safe!!
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From Your Event Coordinator

Greetings Chapter X! As I sit here and ponder what news I have to report
that would actually be interesting to y’all, I am stumped. Of course, I
suppose that we are all feeling the same way in these times of the COVID
virus.
The highlight of our Chapter X activities this past month was when we
were invited to Mike Humpries’s house on Kerr Lake. What a treat it was
to get together with our chapter friends, and sit near the lake, taking in
the beauty of it all and the delightful breezes coming off the water. We
all brought a picnic lunch and had lots of fun in fellowship with our
friends. Afterwards, we treated ourselves to… ice cream!!!
Yay, my favorite dish. Thank you, Mike, for a beautiful day.
I have found that the practice of everyone bringing their own picnic lunch works out very
well, especially in these times of the virus. It makes things very simple. Perhaps we will
have more of these events in the coming days.
The District is planning some fun rides for us in the coming weeks. Be sure to check your
emails for information on this topic.
I was wondering if any of you have experienced irregular visits this summer from your
humming birds? For us, they came in the Spring, then they left, then they came back again,
but in small numbers, then there were many. Our neighbors had the same experience. Then
there was the situation with our Crepe Myrtle trees. They started out early with colorful
buds. Then it got cold again and the buds and new leaves dried up and fell off. Eventually
we had new growth but it has taken until the end of August for them to flower. Right now,
they are gorgeous – about time! Strange, but then it has been a strange year.
In these times of isolation, we are unintentionally distanced from our friends and
acquaintances. Try to find a way to stay in touch, because life goes on, and we still
experience the ups and downs that go along with it. Some of our friends may be ill or
depressed and need a friendly voice to cheer them up, especially the elderly. Reach out and
see if you can lend a hand. You will make a big difference in their lives.
Meanwhile, I pray for an end to this virus, an end to unrest in our country, an end to the
election, and an end to reruns!
Stay well, safe, and healthy!
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Jane V. Petzold
Event Coordinator
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Missing Sports
Here’s a little trivia to help get you through:
1. What are the names of the four NBA Teams that do not end with the letter “S” ?
2. What are the seven sports teams that have the same name? (i.e. The NFL’s St Louis
Cardinals and the MLB’s Arizona Cardinals).
3. What six U.S. cities have all four major sports (NFL, NBA, NHL, MLB)?
4. In 1990, what two major league greats made baseball history by becoming the first fatherson duo to hit back-to-back homers in an MLB game?
5. Broncos quarterback Peyton Manning was recently named Sports Illustrated's Sportsman of
the Year. It was the first time he took the honor. The winner of the award in 2000 was
the first athlete to win it for a second time. Name that athlete...if you can.
6. Everyone knows that Hall of Fame great Michael Jordan played college ball at North
Carolina, but playing for the Tar Heels wasn't his first choice. In fact, he actually rooted
for NC State while growing up. Who did His Airness originally want to play for? (Hint: It
was, and still is, clear across the country.)
7. Presidential ceremonial pitches have been a tradition in MLB since opening day of the 1910
season. Who was the first president to throw out a ceremonial first pitch?
8. There’s only one athlete to hit an MLB home run and score an NFL touchdown in the same
week. He’s the same athlete who is the only person ever to play in both the World Series
and the Super Bowl. Who is he?
9. Which boxer was a 42-to-1 underdog when he kayoed Mike Tyson?
10.The NCAA tournament was a very streamlined affair when it began in 1939. Selection
Sunday was certainly less time consuming because only this many teams made the
tournament?

Do you think you are the biggest sports fan?
Tune in to the October Newsletter for the answers!
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A Rosy View

storm damage.

About two days after a major storm hit North Carolina near the
beach, Sandie and I went riding in several of the areas
involved. The actual reason we were in the area was to go
from one quilt shop to another. We headed southeast towards
New Bern, Jacksonville and other areas that had some major

As it turned out, most of the blocked roads had been cleared and vehicle traffic was able to
flow freely. The road crews did an outstanding job and we only had a few detours.
Looking around, we did observe several large branches on the ground in yards and open
areas. Some trees were leaning and/or toppled over. The power of the storm was evident
everywhere we went and the perseverance of the local population was amazing. We did see
a few large trees toppled on top of some small buildings and garages the further south we
travelled. The roads remained passable and quite a few people waived at us as we went
along.
We found the quilt shops we were looking for and ducked into one as the rain came pouring
down. By the time we were finished in the shop, the rain had almost stopped and there was
no need for rain gear. Timely stop!
We found a small restaurant that had indoor seating and ate lunch while the roads cleared up
from the rain. Once on the road again, it was mile after miles of back country roads and
going through many small towns. Once again, I observed several of the small business
boarded up and the towns having some small mom and pop stores open along with some gas
stations.
About 6 hours into the ride, we chose to make the run for home. We were a little over 100
miles from home and programmed the GPS to take us there rather than continue to meander
around. As twilight started to come along, we did stop at a restaurant for dinner and then off
to home we went.
All in all, our little ride was just over 330 miles along the east side of our State. North
Carolina has some great roads to ride off the interstates along with friendly folks and
beautiful sights. All we need to do is get out and ride.

Stay Safe
Rosy
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From Your Tech and Part Advisor

Torqued
The word itself has many meanings. However, in this instance, a
couple of examples are shown to realize proper torque procedures.
Hopefully, you have kept the paperwork that came with your
torque wrench. The information is invaluable as you will be able to calculate the proper
torques with extensions. Some areas are hard to reach, thus, an extension may be necessary
and the torque applied will be less. No more Rice Krispy sounds (snap, crackle, and pop). It’s
just as dangerous to over torque as it is to under torque.
As always, ensure you have the proper tools and special sockets needed, along with
applying the proper torque. The values are there for a reason. For peace of mind, some folks
prefer marking the nut or bolt with a torque stripe. A torque stripe should be a permanent
mark that joins the nut or bolt to the adjoining area so it is a visible reminder that the torque
is holding or has changed. Ensure nuts and bolts are not wore out.
When removing an item, installing accessories, or anything that requires any value of
torque, check your nuts and bolts to make sure they are in good condition. A bolt that has
thread stretching will not hold a torque.
When you put an extension on a torque wrench (e.g. a crow foot or a dog bone) the torque
applied to the fastener increases as the lever arm extends. The calculator will work out what
value you should set into the wrench to achieve the required fastener torque.
The following formula has been used:
M1 = M2 x L1 / L2
Where:
 M1 is the torque setting of the wrench
 M2 is the actual torque applied to the nut
 L1 is the normal length of the wrench
 L2 is the extended length of the wrench
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Use of Adapter
Formula:

TA x L
= TW
L+A

Length (L) =Effective length of the wrench as described below.
Dial Wrenches =The measured distance from the center of the square drive to
the center ring or notch on the handle.
Micrometer Wrenches =The measured length from the center of the square drive to
the center of the handle, with the wrench set at the desired
torque reading.
Desired Torque (TA) =The torque value designated for the fastener with or without
an adapter.
Added Length of Adapter (A) =The measured length from the center of the adapter drive to
the center of the wrench square drive.
New Setting (TW) =The torque setting on the wrench allowing for the added
length of the adapter. This reading will be lower than the
desired torque.
Example:250 ft. lb. Dial Wrench using a 2” long crowfoot adapter
L = Effective Length: 18.75”
Desired Torque = 250 ft. lb.
Length of Adapter = 2”
18.75" x 250 ft. lb.
Result:
= Pull Wrench to 226 ft. lb.
18.75" + 2"
I hope this information helps to ensure your torqueing either nuts or bolts, screws, or any
other fastener.

Until next time, keep the shiny side up
John “Rebel” Rooney
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From Your Editors
We just commemorated the 19th anniversary of 9-11. A day that
forever changed our country. Several laws emerged from that
infamous day that primarily affected the way we travel. Private
security guards were replaced with blue uniformed
Transportation Security Administration Agents (TSA) at every
United States airport. The legal bar for the government to
engage in wiretapping and other surveillance practices was lowered. We began to see No
Weapons Permitted signs on federal buildings and forget entering the building without a
valid, picture I.D. Yes, 9-11 brought about changes that many considered inconvenient; a
violation of their civil liberties; a threat to their freedom. One undeniable fact about
September 11th, 2001, it brought all Americans; all races, all ethnicities’; all religions, all
social and economic backgrounds; together against one common enemy.
Fast forward to September 11th, 2020. A common enemy has once again attacked our
country. Once again, mandates have been put into place to protect the most vulnerable of
the population. Once again many consider these new rules and regulations an inconvenience;
a violation of their civil liberties; a threat to their freedom. Even though the current enemy
has contributed to significantly more deaths than 9-11, instead of coming together, we as a
country have never been more divided. Race, ethnicity, religion, socio-economic background;
all of the factors that didn’t matter in September 2001 are the very factors that seemingly
determine whether being temporarily inconvenienced in September 2020 is more costly than
a human life.
After 9-11, no one dismissed the attack on America because only a small portion of the
population lost their lives. No one thanked servicemen and women for their sacrifice and
service based on their political party or who they voted for; we just felt safe and protected at
the mere presence of their uniform.

9-11-2001

9-11-2020

Janice and Deetra Bryant
Newsletter Editors
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Newsletter articles will be due the 25th of the month
beginning September 25th.
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Celebrations

September
Birthdays
Rick Crawford
John Rooney
Faye Holton
Rosy Rosenthal
Dorothy Richards Roger Turner
Bob Richards
Deetra Watson

September GWRRA
Anniversaries

September Wedding
Anniversaries

None

None

Up and Coming Rides
Saturday September 19 – Wings Over the Carolinas – Eastern Ride.
See flyer later in the newsletter for more information. (Rain date
September 20th)
Saturday September 26 – Wings Over the Carolinas – Western Ride.
See flyer later in the newsletter for more information. (Rain date
September 27th)
Saturday October 10 – Wings Over the Carolinas – Central Ride. See
flyer later in the newsletter for more information.

Remember the key is to PARTICIPATE”. Participation = FUN.
Click below and read Newsletters
from: North Carolina District
And GWRRA Insight
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We would be remiss if we did not dedicate our Thinking of You section
to the Heroes and Survivors of September 11th, 2001. Most of us
reading this can remember what we were doing in that exact moment
those planes hit the Twin Towers. I was in Gold’s Gym on the treadmill
watching and listening to the mounted television through my headsets. Breaking news interrupted
whatever I was watching. At that time, they were not aware that it was terrorism. I immediately
called my dad at work; he and my mom had recently moved to Texas. He was sitting at his office desk
unaware of what was happening. I told him that two planes had crashed into the Twin Towers in New
York and to turn on the tv.
Deetra and I had already purchased airline tickets to visit our parents in Texas the following month.
We were terrified to get on a plane. My father assured us that we would be ok and that it was
probably safer to fly then than any other time in history. There were so many new rules put into place
causing us to arrive at the airport several hours before our flight was to leave. We had to remove our
shoes, our belts, open our laptop computers, remove lotions, hand sanitizers’ and any other liquid in
our possession. The most traumatic part of it all was that they confiscated my mini pair of scissors
that I had just purchased specifically for cutting coupons. 19 years later and I still can’t move on past
them taking my scissors but I digress.
Our hearts, thoughts and prayers are with the thousands of Americans who were called to duty on that
day. You may have been called in on your “off” day, You may been dispatched from other areas of the
state and country or you may have been passing by and instinctively jumped in to help. You may have
been a fire fighter, a police officer, a healthcare professional, a mental health provider, a Chaplain or
you may have simply said a prayer to cover those individuals. Regardless of the role you played, you
are an important piece of the fabric that makes up America and we salute you.
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NC-X "Member Participation"
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Support All Our Advertisers

Thank You to our Sponsors.
Please support our sponsors when you
need the Products and Services they
provide.
Your Ad Could Go Here!
Wake Forest Wings (GWRRA Chapter NC-X) is located in Wake Forest, NC. Our Newsletter is
circulated to a diverse group of people all over North Carolina and is also sent to the Region
staff that resides in North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky. In
addition, your advertising will appear on the Chapter’s website (www.wakeforestwings.org).
The advertising rates listed below are for 12 consecutive months – 12 issues and can be
modified anytime without additional charges.

 Business card - $25.00
 One half page - $75.00

One quarter page - $50.00
Full page - $100.00

Please contact newsletter editor, at editor@wakeforestwings.org
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Presidential Assistants

National Team

Bob & Nan Shrader
floridadd@msn.com

Director of GWRRA
Jere and Sherry Goodman
director@gwrra.org

North Carolina
District Team

Director of Rider Education
Susan and George Huttman
director-re@gwrra.org

District Directors
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
districtdirector@gwrranc.org
Assistant District Directors, East
Tom Tipton
tiptonsauto@att.net
Assistant District Directors, West
Clyde Alexander
clyde-alex@hotmail.com
Assistant District Directors, Central
Libby Jennings
libbyjennings@yahoo.com
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Director of GWRRA University
Clara and Fred Bolt
toledotriker@gmail.com

Director of Membership
Enhancement
Larry & Penny Anthony
mepgwrra@gmail.com

